Introducing the

RxLabelReader!
Saves time!

Increases accuracy!

Reduces legal liability!

Label image created from bottle scan with OCR Text

Scan your prescriptions, OCR, edit, and transfer text
to Excel® or your application!
Holding a prescription bottle in one hand while
writing down data with the other, or “pecking”
with one finger at a computer key pad, is
cumbersome and error prone!
Prescription data must be copied accurately from
medication labels even though they are often hard
to read due to small or faint print, have unfamiliar
and often confusing drug names, and have
unfamiliar form layouts.

Introducing the patented RxLabelReader™!
Create sharp, two dimensional flat digital images
from patients’ medication bottles that quickly
convert to text using OCR software so you can:

•

Reduce your burden of risk management by
reducing transcription errors!

•

Transfer scanned prescription label image
files directly to your patient’s electronic
medical records to reduce legal liability.

How does the RxLabelReader work?
The RxLabelReader comes in a carrying case
offering protection and easy portability.

Accessories included with the RxLabelReader are:
•

A Plug-in external camera allows picture
taking of documents such as ID cards,
medical
records,
HIPAA
privacy
authorization forms, and patient portraits
if desired.

•

Pill counting software that works with the
external camera. Pour the contents of
prescription bottles onto the count pad or
tray, take a picture with the external
camera, and the software will display the
pill count in seconds!

•

Pill name validation by color and imprint
matched against label information and pill
images. Available at additional cost.

The unit connects to a Microsoft Windows
computer with a USB connector cable. A plug-in
battery compartment at the bottom of the scanner
unit houses a supplied battery pack that charges
when the Reader is connected to a wall outlet.
Pill bottles are inserted into the Reader by placing
prescription bottles onto a pre-grooved platen
manufactured for various cylindrical bottle sizes
(other bottle sizes may be accommodated by
turning over the grooved platen). The patented
RxLabelReader software rotates the drug container
360 degrees and in seconds compiles a high quality
flat image on the computer screen.
Backup images:
The RxLabelReader creates a multi-image backup
image file automatically for each digitally compiled
image for quality control.
Image and Data Transfer:
While label image files are created and stored in
the RxLabelReader file directory, customers are
required to manage their image repository
according to HIPAA standards and can transfer the
supporting Rx image files into the patient’s
electronic medical record (EMR).
Output:
Images are output as JPEG files and data is
exported to CSV, XML, and Excel.

Dealer:

PC Specifications:
The RxLabelReader system works with a
Microsoft Windows laptop, tablet or PC. Processor
requirements are Intel i5 (or equivalent) and
above with a minimum of 4GB of memory
(preferably at least 6GB for best performance) and
50+ GB of free disk space.
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